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Awareness For The Next Generation Of Investors



Why Choose Us

Large Solely Canadian Audience

Get full access to a very fast growing retail
investor audience that specifically is looking for
Canadian stocks. Our audience is just over
40,000 and Is continuing to grow.
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Younger Investors

For most companies, it has been challenging to
attract younger investors when there's so much
hype surrounding crypto, nfts and the
metaverse. Different from most, our retail
investor audience is extremely young with over
66% of our audience being under 34.
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Proven Record

After only 1 year since our launch, Reflex Media
was fortunate enough to work with over 25
satisfied companies!
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Competitive Prices

Unlike other IR/PR firms, Reflex Media does not
charge the typical $10,000 a month contract.
We've found ways to significantly reduce our
costs so we can provide a more affordable
media outlet to the companies we work with.
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Our Services - Single Day

Social Media
Blast

A little boost to get your company
noticed with our following. When
you do a social media blast, we
will design Instagram posts,
Facebook posts, send out an
email blast, send out tweets,
create Instagram and Facebook
stories, making you front cover on
all of our social platforms for a
day. For a social media blast, a
company can expect 60-90k
impressions.

5 Social Media
Blast Written Article 

Sponsor An
Interview

This is the same service as
the single social media
blast just for a longer
duration. In this service, we
will do a social media blast
5 different times, and you
can decide when. If you
pick this option, the overall
price is reduced.

$1,750 $7,000 $900

Get a one time personalized
article for your company that
promotes your story in a very
readable way. This article will
be front cover on both of our
websites for a day, will be
featured on all of our social
media platforms and our
newsletter.

Let our followers know
your company in a more
personal way with a brief
message at the start of our
podcast, Behind Success.. 

$250



Our Services - Monthly/Yearly Contracts

Monthly Contract
(Most Popular) Yearly Contract

This service is the
same thing as the
monthly contract
except on a yearly
basis, for a reduced
price.

$1200/Month $10,000/Year

Everytime you have a news release,
CEO interview, podcast episode,
article or video about your company
we will post it on our Instagram
stories, Facebook stories, Twitter
accounts and on our websites. 
 When you buy this service, the
reach is up to you, the more content
you send us in a given month, the
better. For each piece of content, a
company can expect 15-20k
impressions.

Combo Contract
(Greatest Value)

This contract is for companies who are in need of
constant weekly content and for the conversation to
never stop. Included in 1 month is a personalized piece
of content of your choosing, either an article or
interview, a social media blast and full access to our
monthly contract (refer to other descriptions for more
info). In one month, companies can expect 120-150k
impressions and have their personalized content forever
up on our platforms websites.

$3000/Month



Try out our combo contract for
$750 off!  The combo contract
gives you access to our full
range of services so you can
decide what services best fits
your company going forward.

Combo Contract

$2250
A Month

Trial Contract



Phone Number

604-655-2645 - Matthew
778-990-5527 - Lucas

Email Address

sales@reflexmedia.ca

Website

reflexmedia.ca

We'd love to find ways
we can assist your
company!

Let's Get In
Touch
Don't hesitate to reach out if you have any
questions, concerns or even want to hear
about some of our recent campaigns. 


